Two new studies show that the Drosophila transient receptor potential (TRP) family member NOMPC forms both a mechanically gated ion channel and a fine filament that, by tethering the protein to microtubules, might act as a gating spring.
The senses of touch, hearing, and balance rely on dedicated ion channels that transduce mechanical stimuli with utmost sensitivity and speed. Sensitivity requires that the stimuli are efficiently focused onto these channels, and speed requires that the stimuli directly gate the channels, without intermittent second messenger cascades [1] . An efficient mechanical activation can be achieved if the membrane-bound channels are elastically tethered between the cytoskeleton and the extracellular structure onto which the mechanical stimuli act ( Figure 1B ): upon stimulation, this extracellular structure will move relative to the cytoskeleton, maximally deforming the most compliant component of the system. This latter component may be the cell membrane or molecular tether that, promoting and admitting gating movements of the channel, can serve as a gating spring [1] .
The hallmark of a direct channel activation by gating springs is a nonlinear compliance that arises from the relaxation of the springs as the channels open [2] . Such nonlinear gating compliance has been observed in the Drosophila ear, where it seems to report the direct mechanical gating of at least two different, sensitive and insensitive, types of channels [3] . Because NOMPC ( Figure 1A ) is required for mechanosensitive gating, it was proposed that this TRP might form a mechanically gated channel or couple forces towards such a channel, possibly forming its gating spring [3] . Two exciting new papers from the labs of Lily and Yuh Nung Jan [4] and Jonathon Howard [5] , the latter appearing in this issue of Current Biology, now show that the fly's NOMPC protein actually forms both a mechanically gated ion channel and an intracellular filament that tethers the protein to the cytoskeleton and probably functions as a gating spring.
By monitoring behavior, intracellular calcium signals, and stimulus-evoked action potentials, Yan et al. [4] discovered that certain sensory neurons named class III dendritic arborization neurons mediate touch responses in Drosophila larvae. Using genetic tools they had previously established [6] , the researchers now found that these neurons express NOMPC in their dendrites and somata and that their touch responses require this TRP. This result seemed well in accord with the NOMPC dependence of various other mechanosensory cells [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , yet Yan et al.
[4] directly went ahead and asked whether NOMPC protein might suffice to make cells touch sensitive.
To approach this question, they ectopically expressed NOMPC in adjacent touch-insensitive neurons that lack NOMPC, and indeed these neurons became touch sensitive! Encouraged by this intriguing result, Yan et al.
[4] also took the next decisive step and heterologously expressed NOMPC protein in cultured Drosophila S2 cells. By recording currents from these cells, they discovered that NOMPC protein produces a non-selective cation channel. Mechanical stimuli activated this channel within as little 1.5 milliseconds, demonstrating that the stimuli directly gate the channel because this short latency does not allow time for a second messenger cascade. When the authors mutated the predicted pore region of NOMPC ( Figure 1A ), the amplitude of the mechanically activated currents and their ion selectivity changed, documenting the functionality of the NOMPC pore and supporting the conclusion that NOMPC is the pore-forming subunit of a mechanically gated ion channel.
In a complementary and equally rigorous and elegant study, Liang et al. [5] followed up on their earlier hypothesis that NOMPC might function as a gating spring [13] : NOMPC, in addition to bearing a channel pore, has an exceptionally large number of 29 amino-terminal ankyrin repeats ( Figure 1A ) that arrange into -and also seem to behave like -a molecular spring [13] [14] [15] . Using electron microscopy to map the dendritic ultrastructure of NOMPC-expressing mechanosensitive neurons in the fly's haltere [16] , Liang et al. [5] now resolved various ultrastructural specializations, including the membrane-integrated cones described by the group of Ulrich Thurm [17] that turned out to be fine filaments that tether the membrane intracellularly to microtubules ( Figure 1C ). Quite excitingly, these 'membrane-microtubule connectors' (MMCs) were fully abolished by nonsense mutations -and partially abolished by missense mutations -in the nompC gene. By recording from the neurons, Liang et al. found that these genetic alterations in MMC numbers correlate with a complete, or partial, loss of mechanically evoked cellular responses, documenting the mechanosensory relevance of NOMPC and the MMCs.
To assess whether the MMCs are formed by NOMPC ankyrin repeats, the researchers immunolabeled these amino-terminal repeats and indeed observed co-localization with the MMCs! They then purified the NOMPC ankyrin repeats, which turned out to structurally resemble the MMCs. Having described the MMCs and many other presumptive components of the transduction apparatus, Liang et al. [5] devised a finite element model to learn how the different components would behave when mechanical stimuli are applied to the cell ( Figure 1C ). The most compliant components turned out to be the MMCs, strongly suggesting that these filaments -and accordingly NOMPC ankyrin repeats -might function as gating springs.
The studies by Yan et al.
[4] and Liang et al. [5] each constitute a major advance in our molecular understanding of how mechanical stimuli are transduced. Based on the results of Yan et al., it will now be possible to dissect the structural basis of mechanical TRP channel gating, and Liang et al. put forward a nicely laid-out mechanotransduction apparatus whose molecular composition can be decomposed. The two studies also open up many new questions, the most burning probably being whether NOMPC forms both native mechanotransduction channels and their gating springs: the heterologous expression data of Yan et al. demonstrate that Drosophila NOMPC can form a mechanically gated ion channel in vitro. Whether NOMPC also does so in vivo in native mechanosensory cells, however, remains to be seen: firstly, also other mechanotransducer candidates are expressed in class III dendritic arborization neurons, including different members of the degenerin epithelial sodium channel (DEG/ENaC) family [18] ; and secondly, a recent study by Lehnert et al. [12] suggests that, in the Drosophila ear, NOMPC modulates rather than mediates transduction, emphasizing the need to further dissect the mechanosensory roles of this TRP channel. If NOMPC indeed forms transduction channels in mechanosensory cells, the pore mutations described by Yan et al. should alter the properties of the native transduction currents [10] . And if the MMCs described by Liang et al. indeed function as gating springs, altering the number of NOMPC ankyrin repeats should change the length and stiffness of the MMCs and of the native gating springs.
Manipulating NOMPC ankyrins will be challenging given that they seem to serve as a localization domain that is required for the proper subcellular integration of the NOMPC protein [6] . Should a NOMPC construct with increased or decreased ankyrin repeat number nonetheless integrate properly, it still seems questionable whether a respective length change of the MMCs could be seen: according to the results of Liang et al. [5] , the distance between the microtubules and the membrane stays fixed even when NOMPC is lost, so manipulating NOMPC ankyrin numbers would probably change the tension rather than the length of the MMCs. In the end, only mechanical measurements will reveal whether the NOMPC ankyrins form gating springs [2, 19] . If this turns out to be the case, the question will remain whether these springs gate NOMPC: judging from the model presented by Liang et al. [5] , mechanical stimuli presumably deform the MMCs and also the membrane, raising the possibility that the actual transduction may be mediated by other nearby channels that are activated by membrane stretch. Clearly, tackling all these questions will not be easy. These two new studies, however, provide a firm ground on which to approach these questions, so we can be optimistic that we will soon learn more about the mechanosensory roles of NOMPC. (A) NOMPC protein structure, depicting the predicted pore region, the respective position of pore mutations (blue arrow) described by Yan et al.
[4] as well as the 29 amino-terminal ankyrin repeats and the antigen (blue line) Liang et al. [5] used to localize the ankyrin domain. (B) Putative layout of a mechanotransduction apparatus consisting of a mechanically gated ion channel that is tethered between the cytoskeleton and an extracellular structure onto which mechanical stimuli act (redrawn after [1] ). (C) Sketch of the mechanotransduction apparatus described by Liang et al. During the 1980s and 1990s, indirect evidence had been accumulating that reef fish larvae might not always disperse far from their natal population [4] [5] [6] . However, in 1999, two papers, published in the same issue of Nature, caused a paradigm shift, as they provided direct evidence that a large fraction of larvae recruit to their natal population using otolith chemical tagging and trace element signatures [7, 8] . Since then, dispersal research has proliferated -the first decade of the 21 st century has even been dubbed the 'decade of connectivity' for coral reef ecology [9] . Much of this progress is attributable to the application of molecular genetic techniques on a large scale. In 2005, Jones et al. [10] , used genetic parentage analysis to measure dispersal in marine systems for the first time, and showed that within a single population of the panda clownfish Amphiprion polymnus one third of recruits returned to their one kilometer square natal area. At this point it was clear that, for at least some reef fish species, a large proportion of offspring settle in or near their natal populations. Since then, some of the major achievements include documenting dispersal among populations within a metapopulation [11] , quantifying how the probability of dispersal changes with distance at a small spatial scale [12] , and shifting the focus from small, tractable species to large, exploited species [13] . Now, Almany et al.
[3] take another step forward, collecting enough empirical data to directly test which function best describes the pattern of dispersal in a large, exploited species.
Almany et al.
[3] used a massive field effort and genetic parentage analysis to measure patterns of larval dispersal of the squaretail coral grouper Plectropomus areolatus (Figure 1 ) up to 33 km from their natal site, off the beautiful island of Manus in Papua New Guinea. Their study area includes five customary marine tenure
